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PETER SPROUSE RECEIVES AMCS AWARD
Highlighting the '82 Texas Oldtimers Convention
was the presentation of the highest award the Asso·
ciation for Mexican Cave Studies offers. Each ten
years since its beginnings in 1962 , the AMCS presents
a new copy of Bulletin 1 to the person who has made
the most significant contribution to Mexican spele·
ology during the past decade. The first ten years'
award resulted in a four-way tie between T R Evans,
James Reddell , William Russell, and Terry Raines .
Now , in 1982, the award went to Peter Sprouse for
his many hours of dedication during the past years.
Congratulations Peter!

COVER PHOTO: Alejandro rigging the last
pitch in La Joya. A Steve Robertson
phot ograph.
CONTENTS PAGE PHOTO: Alejandro climbing
the lastpitch in La Joya. Photograph by
Steve Robertson. The cover and contents
page photo were made from color negatives.
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cartoons, cave maps, photographs (any size black & white or color
print) , caving techniques , and any other cave related material for
publication in the TEXAS CAVER. Address all SUBSCRIPTIONS
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Melrose , Waco , Texas 76710. Evening phone is (817) 776-1727.
When sending in a change of address, please irrclude you old
address. Persons interested in EXCHANGES and FOREIGN
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Caving Near Taxco, Guerrero
Stephen Robertson
Taxco, Some two hours drive south of
Mexico City is famed for its steep cobblestone streets and skilled silversmiths. Of
somewhat less reknown and even greater
interest (to the caver at least) are some
of the nearby limestone areas.
In the spring of 1981, I visited one of
th ese areas frequented by many Mexican
cavers. It lies near San Gregorio, seven
km north of Taxco along the main highway
just southwest of Acuitlapan.
The area has several notable caves, among
them Sumidero de la Joya with 3,100 meters
mapped to a depth of 257 meters. It was
exp lored several years ago largely by Jose
Mon tiel and later mapped by Alejandro
Villagomez. Zacatecolotla is another long
multiple drop cave with considerable
pas sage mapped and explored by Montiel and
othe rs of the AME in recent years. Of more
l ocal fame is the Gruta de Acuitlapan near
th e town of the same name. A host of lesser
caves have been mapped all near the highway. The area is very accessible but is
hot and dry with essentially no surface
wate r for much of the year.
La te one February evening I hopped off
th e bus at the San Gregorio turn off along
wi t h Victor Loya of Mexico City. We checked
into Francisca Lara's house (where the
cave rs kept a log book) before hiking half
an hour to La Joya and making camp nearby.
The following day, Victor and I rigged the
first four drops and collected some bugs
in the first part of the La Joya. That
afternoon a local showed us to a new
en t rance a kilometer or so away that
looked very promising. A dry arroyo leading
dmvn a small climb followed by a chimney
to the brink of a pitch. We named i t
Resumidero del Izote after the area in
wh i ch it is found.
The next morning, Jorge (Sherpa) Ramirez,
Jo se Luis (Pallo) Soberanes and Alejandro
Vi l lagomez were due to arrive for a trip
down Joya for photography, biology and a
sump dig. Victor and I hoped they wouldn't
show so we could pull out of La Joya and
have a look at our new cave, but around
noon the following day they paraded into
camp. So the five of us headed towards our
or i ginal goals in La Joya.

The entrance to La Joya is at the base of
a headwall where an arroyo sinks. The
arroyo is normally dry but drains a large
area and is apt to flash flood in the
summer rains.
The entrance is a drop of about three
meters dropping into an open channel along
the base of the cliff and travels a ways
before turning back into the rock. The
passage begins lar ge, floored by rounded
boulders with a few bats hanging out. This
passage slopes down to an 18 meter drop
with plenty of good natural tie-offs in
addition to a bolt low on the right above
the pit. It is a beautiful sheer drop
against flowstone landing in a shallow
pool of 16 degrees C., quite a shock from
the surface heat a few minutes away. The

Victor exiting Cueva de La Laguna. A Steve
Robertson photo. (From a color slide)
water seeps into the pool over some flowstone at the back of the pool. From here
on, there is permanent water flow in the
cave.
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The passage is a couple of meters wide
and several high at this point. Just downstream, there is a small inlet on the left
that soon closes to a low wet crawl over
a series of rimstone dams. On down the
mainstream there is a short dry side
passage decorated with wax and garbage
testifying its popularity as a campsite
with some of the more daring 'excursionistas'. Back in the mainstream, beyond a
short crawl there is another high room
with sticks stuck in the walls well out of
reach indicating occasional water levels.
After a wet crawl the cave acquires its
more typical character. The passage is 1-2
meters wide and 2-3 meters high, floored
by polished grey limestone with occasional
sand banks and pool, but normally like an
angular storm sewer with a trickle of
sparkling water underfoot, and occasional
flows tone formations dripping about above.
The passage is very level, and there are
a few tight domes angling upwards with some
debris splattered below. The third drop is
about ten meters into a plunge pool against
finely polished walls. More ambling passage
an occasional crawl, a short squeeze (el
Paso de los Noventa) and you are at the
fourth drop -'horse pitch' - six meters into
another plunge pool. A few small climbdowns
follow and then one reaches a long, very
horizontal section of cave where the
passage snakes back and forth in an "S"
curve, with gravel banks piled high to
either side of the stream. There is one low
airspace crawl under a flowstone glob,
only a couple of meters long, known as
"el paso del cocodrilo" (low airspace).
Beyond the passage continues as before,
curvey and flat. Eventually a door sized
feeder passage on the right doubles the
amount of water in the mainstream. This
passage is known as "La Ventana" and I'm
told it's a highly decorated passage leading
500 meters to an upstream sump. On down
the main passage, a ways, after a few
short climbdowns, one comes to the fifth
drop of about ten meters down to a
spacious ledge at the lip of the sixth and
last drop. This final drop is the longest
in the cave and is about 40 meters against
the wall, which has a few sharp flakes.
It is most conveniently rigged through
the spray, so it's like being in a 22.5
degree shower.
A couple of short down climbs beyond and
you reach the final level of the cave. It
covers 800 meters horizontally with a
gradient so gradual the stream is pretty
much silent. This is really trucking

Jorge Ramirez crawling in a water passage
in La Joya. Photo from a color slide by
Steve Robertson.
passage - sandy gravel floored, two meters
wide and 5-6 meters high, so it takes only
a short time to reach the end of the cave.
Small eyed fish live on this last level.
There is one dry side passage leading off
to the left that is said to finish. Just
before the sump is a large room with high
silt banks crawling with life. Ahead, the
roof dips down to a wide sandy crawl for
s short ways to where the ceiling meets
the sand and the water filters through.
The resurgance of this water has not been
located. The temperature gradient of the
water is notable. Where the water first
appears below the second drop, it is a
cool 16 degrees C. From here on it
gradually climbs to its temperature of 23
degrees C near the sump. This may be due
to warming by air from the surface during
its course through the cave. After an hour
or two here of good collecting and futile
digging, the five of us headed back to
the entrance getting out into the cool
pre-dawn air. The cave is very 'easy'
but fairly long in all, very enjoyable at
a slow pace.
Alejandro, Jose and Jorge departed that
morning, and Victor and I went back to
have another look at El Izote. The rope
we took was too short for the first drop,
but it gave us a good look. A highly
polished passage disappearing around a
corner a few stagnant pools on the floor.
A couple of weeks later, Victor and I
returned to El Izote, ready for some good
finds. Alejandro and Jorge appeared after
a trip into Zacatecolotla and three of
us went into our lead that evening for a
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GORMAN FALLS

short trip to see how things went.
We used a five meter handline at the
entrance and rigged a 40 meter rope down
the 32 meter, mostly free, pitch just
beyond. The main passage below was floored
by scalloped limestone with occasional
pools. The roof soon closed down somewhat
but was still spacious. After a 3 meter
climb, there is a three meter drop followed
by an 8.5 meter drop. Just ahead, the way
on was blocked by a plug of organic debris.
~o small side passages soon pinched out.
Di sappointed, we returned to the surface
and Alejandro and Jorge returned to Mexico
City that night, leaving Victor and I with
a two meter string of chorizo to add to
our food hammock.

As most Texas cavers know Gorman Fishing
Camp was one of the most visited caving
areas in Texas for many years as it offered
the caver and his family a really fine
place to get away from it all and do some
caving at the same time. There are very
few cavers in Texas that can not remember
to good times at Gorman. All that changed
when the camp was sold and 'closed' to
everyone. No more caving and no more getting away for a weekend of fun.
The present owners of Gorman Camp are now
o fferin g a 'membership' plan that will
enable some of us, at least, to get back in
to the camp. I am not going to go into
detail about all that is offered, but here
are the different membership plans now
being offered.
CHARTER MEMBERSHIP: Two RV hookups and all
camp privileges with up to 20 guests at no
e x tra c harge. The cost is $2499 one time
fee, with an annual dues of $150 per famil ~
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP: One RV hookup and all
camp privileges. Cost is $1199 one time
fe e , with an annua l dues of $40 per family
member over the age of six . Guests are
$8 per day .
PRIMITIVE CAMPING MEMBERSHIP: For the
camper. No RV hookup, but all camp
privileges. Cost is $799 one time fee,
with annual dues of $40 per famil y member
ove r the age of six . Guests are $8 per day.
SINGLE MEMBERSHIP: No RV hookup, but all
camp privileges. Cost is a one time fee of
$600 with annual dues of $75. Guests are
$8 per day .
CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP: Two RV hookups and
guests can visit the camp with not member
present. There is a one time fee of $3995.
Annual dues are desi gned to fit your
needs.
This is a perfect time for a number of
us t o get in on this chance to own a
piece of the 'rock' so to say. Anyone
interested in more information can write
to Gorman Falls Recreation, Inc, General
Delivery, Bend, Texas 76824. Phone numbers
to call are (915) 628-3251, 628-3396, or
628-3313. If you don't get an answer at one
number try another.
There has been a lot of changes in the
camp since it has been closed. The camp
has been cleaned up and is more beautiful
than ever, they plan to build a swimming
pool, a tennis court, childrens playground,
full time management and security, a clubhouse, in effect a whole new camp.

Climbing the third drop in La Jo ya. Photo
by St even Robertson from a color slide.
Af te r mapping the cave the following day
(1 45 meters long, 75 meters deep), Victor
and I were left with time to spare and a
hugh supply of food, so we decided to stay
and look for more caves. A couple of
enthusiastic locals showed us several small
entrances in unlikely places, but mostly
they turned out to be small rooms with
sediment fill. We mapped one blind pit 20
mete rs deep called Sotano de Piedra Azul.
Afte r a day or two the chorizo was gone and
t he heat on the surface unbearable, so we
ret urned to Mexico City.
A re turn trip to La Joya is planned to
comp lete collecting especially of freshwate r crabs and ricinuleids of particular
inte rest. Remapping La Joya for some
passage detail would be worthwhile, though
t ime consuming. Time better spent looking
in t o new leads a couple of hours walk away.
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Caving &Hard Times in Mexico
Jay Jorden
So you've finally gotten that long-awaited
trip to Bustamante off the ground, after
digging around to find your dog-eared birth
certificate and automobile title. You
beat the mud off your Premier, load up the
truck with a few plastic water jugs, some
spending dollars and dirty rope and try to
review in your mind what little Spanish
you've picked up from refresco stands.
Then you lean back with a cold cerveza,
flip the four-by-four on cruise control,
and wait for Laredo and Mexican customs to
loom into view. But not to worry. You're
prepared.
Well, not quite, bunkie. You see, in the
interim since your last trip to Gruta del
Palmito, the Mexican economy has hit the
fan. Americans may not be as welcome as
they once were south of the border. Here's
an attempt to envision the scenario that
cavers could face in their next trip across
the International Bridge.
First off, cavers have either less or more
spending power than they used to in Mexico,
depending on their situation. Those who
liked to exchange their dollars for lots
of pesos on trips to Mexico, then stuff
the unspent currency under their beds upon
returnin g to the states have taken quite
a bath in the last two months. Those pesos
squirreled away in the states dropped to
less than half their original value.
The peso, which never really was a fortress ·
of stability in the first place, has been
devalued fo r the second time in a year. And
its value has ye t to find a steady place
in the international exchange markets. The
peso was pegged at 49 to the dollar before
be in g allowed to float, where it then sank
t o as low as 135 to the dollar and an
ave ra ge of 115 to 120. Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo last week nationalized
private l y owned banks and created a twotiered currency exchange system, with 50
pesos to the dollar for importers of
essential goo ds and 70 for everyone else.
When Mexican banks reopened on Sept. 6,
after the nationalization, the run feared
by some investors did not materialize. The
peso strengthened in international trading
the next day asNoonan, Astley and Pearce,
a New York investment firm, quoted 78
pesos for buyers and 83 for sellers.
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So, in effect, cavers' pesos will buy
more, but that buying power has to be
balanced against Mexico's rampant inflationI
which was 60 percent for the first six
months of this year. The estimate was
reported by the Mexico City newspaper
"Mediodia'.' The inflationary spiral, though,
is not led by food or other consumables
that cavers are interested in, but clothing
and shoe prices, up by 254 percent in the
first half of 1982. Prices for wood
products increased 241 percent during that
time.
Bargains still exist for American shoppers
under the devaluation. Shoes and boots are
still selling markedly below what they
cost in the states.
But a second change may wipe out that
buying edge. New constraints have been
imposed on the exchange of dollars and
pesos. It is now technically illegal for
Americans to bring dollars into Mexico.
The peso is the only legal tender there,
and all dollars must be converted into
them at the border crossings. ; Purchases
can still be made with dollars along the
immediate border but merchants are required
to deposit them in the government-controlled banks within 24 hours.
The same regulations prohibit Mexicans
from taking more than $250 out of the
country. The Bank of Mexico has installed
a special counter at Mexico City's international airport to sell up to that amount
to each Mexican leaving the country. Customs inspectors there have been opening
up luggage of departing passengers looking
for illegal dollars. The Treasury Department has also announced a ban on the
removal of unworked and minted gold from
the country without central bank approval.
Gold sales by Banks have been suspended
since August 13.
It is unclear how the money exchange
regulations would affect cavers who managed
to get their dollars into Mexico and into
rural towns near caving areas. It is fairl y
certain, though, that dollars are in great
demand there because of the weak peso and
Mexicans would probably be only too eager
to accept them for meals, lodging, gas,
etc.
There has also been a third change in the

way business is done at the border. A
favorite pastime for riders in caving
trucks, when lines got long in Nuevo Laredo
waiting for the U.S. Customs officers
across the bridge, was to jump out and go
on buying sprees in the little shops along
the way. That always killed two or three
hours and avoided the need to sit inside
a sweltering truck cab with the hapless
driver.
But restrictions have now been imposed on
bargain-happy Gringos to prevent them from
cleaning out the stores. The laws enable
Mexican customs officials to seize products
fr om a list of 20 food items.
They are: bread, sugar, rice, beans, pasta,
eggs, canned foods (including La Lachera),
bee f, pork, chicken, fresh fruits,vegetable s, tortillas, soap, crackers, wheat
fl our, corn meal, lard, margarine, and
milk products.
Gr anted, not too many cavers ~o their
serious grocery shopping in the border
t owns. But many do grab cookies and
crackers, canned milk, coffee, tortillas,
soap and other items to bring back home
wit h them because there're so cheap. But
que lastima! There's no such thing as a
fr ee meal!
Or is there? The laws were really designed
t o prevent people who live in El Paso and
Lare do from doing all their grocery shopping
acro ss the border for bargains. With eggs
running 34 cents a pound there, it is easy
t o be tempted. Americans have also been
fill ing up on gas at 54 cents a gallon and
dies el fuel at 19 cents a gallon, then
fail ing to pay the excise tax as required
on the diesel fuel when bringing it back
acr oss.
But there are indications that the rules
are not being enforced. A survey of border
points this month indicated that no customs
i nsp ections were routinely being done. The
Ri o Grande bridges at El Paso are operating
normally and Mexican customs officials are
making no attempts to search vehicles
crossing in either direction.
In Cuidad Juarez, Mexican officials condu cted some spot checks of cars returning
t o the United States, but later discontinued
them. And American shoppers are still
bringing bags of groceries back to Laredo
and McAllen unimpeded.
Bankers and businessman in Mexico are
resentful about their loss of power. Some
businessmen planned a strike in Northern
Mexico that later failed. One business
organization has asked merchants to put
black ribbons on their storefronts to

symbolize the loss of private Jntrol of
banks and retlated businesses.
Mexico is facing its worst economic crisis
in 50 years, in a recession that is in
part resulting from low revenues on sales
of oil, silver and coffee. They are all
key exports.
The nation has an $81 billion foreign
debt, and has applied to the International
Monetary fund meeting in Canada for emergency
aid of about $5 billion more. Lopez
Portillo claims that Mexican nationals hold
almost half that total amount in American
real estate, and sent about $14 billion
out of the country to foreign bank accounts.
The president says that they are trying to
'loot' the Mexican economy; and that
Mexico will survive.
The country probably will, but the
political and economic climate is changing,
and Americans, who are blamed for a lot of
the country's troubles, are not held in
high esteem now. Cavers should cave softly
south of the border.

'

Hey, senor, cCo you. have ~
pesos -bl sell? Oh,gr~a± !You
~eptplistic!
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A Raw Gringo Gets His Mind Blown In Mexico
Steve Boehm
we learned was don't turn your backs on
the local kids who will burglarize your
car while you're in a cave. The little
brats stole 700 pesos and some food.
Bummer!
With our spirits somewhat abashed by the
theft, we were looking for a good reason to
stay in the area. Jerry went on a surface
hike with a local while I guarded the car.
He came back Hith a couple of shallow pit s ,
nothing particularly inspiring. To top
it all off, it was rainy and cold, so we
took the hint and headed for the desert to
dry out.
Jerry wanted to look at Grutas Cho-cho-f e
(it starts with an X; I have no idea of
how to spell it), a desert cave near Ishme-quil-pan (can't spell that, either). It
is a dry, nasty histoplasmosis maze cave.
Jerry told me all about it; for some reas on
I wasn't interested.
We decided to head towards Cuetzalen, in
a vague sort of way. For awhile it looked
like we might not make it.
We were driving into the town of Zacatlan,
and as the road got worse and worse, Jerry
drove faster and faster. I thought it was
strange but didn't Hant to say anything
People were looking at us funny and running
out of the way. As we got to the center of
town, the road narrowed to one car wide,
and a bus was coming the other way. I
finally figured out that a cop had been
chasing us all this time, and had chased
us the wrong way down a one way street.
My Spanish being very limited. I only
caught fragments of the conversation, but
thin v, s did not sound good. Jerry got back
in the car looking very upset and said,
"They want us to leave the car and all the
gear and walk back to the states."
Oh my!
After turning the car around and getting
out of the bus's way, we headed out of
town at a rapid rate. But the cops were
after us, with siren wailing, and we wer e
soon once again in the clutches of the
local law enforcement officials.
By now I fully expected to spend at
least my next five birthdays in jail, but
a quick 500 peso note brought us a one-way
ticket out of town.
At this rate, our finances were not going
to last.
Our luck took a turn for the better as

Well, yo u know how things go. I'd been
working th e same job for almost a year and
had ma na ged to save some money, and I was
just looking for an excuse to quit and go
spend some of my vast accumulation of
wea lth. So when Jerry Atkinson said he was
go ing t o Mexico in February, I tied myself
t o the bumper of his car and demanded to be
t aken a l on g .
Af t er much planning and anticipation, the
fa teful day arrived, and with a token farewe ll s t op a t Burger King, we bombed south
in a bug. We were loaded to the gi lls with
a month's provisions, several hundred feet
of rope, d u ffe ls, packs, a nd spare tires.
A Pe t e Stri ckland roof rack made it possible
to ge t al l the gea r and two gringos in a
VW . I must admit that being lashed to the
roof rack was a drag , bu~ I go t used to it.

A co uple of we ll-placed bribes got u s
thr ough th e b orde r crossing with minimum
hassles, altered visas and a ll. We took a
leisurely pace , s t oppin g a t any diversion
that cau ght our i nt eres t.
Th e main objec tive of our trip was to
check a n area around Jalapa, Hidalgo for
caves . The ar ea h ad seen limited exploration, and the pot e ntial seemed goo d. We
were told by local officials that we did
n o t need official permission to explore
th e caves , so thin gs seemed to be goin g
quite Hell. \~e sho ul d have known better.
\.Jith th e help of a h a n d-dr awn cave r map,
we loca t e d a nd s u rveyed So t a n o Hondo, a
pleasan t, dry, multi -drop cave . Since most
of my caving experience was h orizo ntal and
single-dr op , i t was a goo d less o n in
vertical cavin g for me. Ano th er goo d lesson
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,re looked for a place to camp near Pachuca.
\.Je saw a sign for "El Parque Natural~' and
thought, "Oh great, probably some horrib1e,
trashed out garbage pit," but it is
actually a fantastic place. It is similar
to parts of Big Bend, but greener, with
monolithic volcanic intrusives and green
meadows surrounded by fir forest. We spent
three days there hiking around and exploring the area.
We arrived at Cuetzalen ready to go
caving. Mike Boon and Doug Wilson were
th ere, and two Mexico City cavers, Vincente
Silva and Raoul The Ghoul, showed up for
th e weekend. Vincente took us to one of
hi s finds nearby called Agua Fria. It has
a ten meter entrance drop which intersects
a s tream. For some reason we went upstream,
but Jerry and Doug went a little ways
d o ~Ynstream and said it got much larger.
Boon then led us to a find of his, and
we spent three days exploring and mapping
th ere. It was a very interesting cave but
not one that I'll revisit. Putting a Gibbs
on rope while treading water and being
dive-bombed by birds while slipping on
clay-covered rocks is not my idea of a
goo d time.

of Belgians, that it was time to move on.
Steve Robertson arrived from Veracruz with
money and caving gear for Boon, and he
offered his services as a Mexico City guide
for Jerry and me, so we were on our way.
About five minutes inside Mexico City,
some cops pulled us over to harass us, but
Steve told them to get lost or something
equally impressive, and we were off again.
In Mexico City, we attended a grotto
meeting (very boring), taught the police
department how to set a bolt (very weird),
and went to the Museum of Anthropology
(very large and fascinating), rode the
subway (very cheap, efficient and crowded)
and bought some topo maps. Many thanks to
Alihandro and family for putting us up and
feeding us.
He left the city behind none too soon
for my taste and headed north. We did an
uneventful but scenic drive, with a stop
at Xilitla for sandals and photos at the
Bird House, before returning to Victoria.
There we spent a most interesting three
days watching a dog die while waiting for
a lumber truck to take us to the Purificacion fieldhouse.

1

After a hellish 24 hour trip, we arrived
at Conrado Castillo, broke into the kitchen
house and crashed. I was generally burned
out and had difficulty generating much
energy, but I wanted to see some of Brinco
before I returned to the states. Jerry
showed me the historic section, then we
went through Tin Can Alley and down to the
Canal. It was a real pleasant trip which
gave a good idea of the character of that
portion of the cave.
It was time for me to head north of the
border. I left Jerry to await the spring
project people, and I cast my fate upon
the wind once more. Mostly by acting pitiful, forlorn, and helpless, which wasn't
hard, I managed to catch a lumber truck
from the mountain and get a bus back to
Matamoros.
Upon crossing the border into Brownsville,
the local Denny's caught my eye, and I
knew I was home again.

is sitting in the rain in the
open sewer behind the Cuetzalen field house
al l night, bombed out of my mind on some
l qcal delicacies, but that's another story.
(I hope my mother doesn't read this.)
Fully recovered a couple of days later,
Doug led Jerry and me on a door-to-door
bop through Sumidero Haunotla. He did i t
in record time, three hours, and a great
three hours of caving it was, with booming
trunk, a couple of drops, some s~vimming,
and two very impressive entrances. Lots
of fun!
After ten days at Cuetzalen, we got a
sign from Oztotl, in the form of a busload
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very nice formations and angel wings. Then
we turned the corner. At the same time Joe
and I said, "·Holly s---!" The passage was
5 to 8 feet wide and 10 to 20 feet high
containing the largest and most beautiful
formations yet found in this cave. Much
sparkling off white flowstone covered the
walls and two six-foot totem poles were
seen. We could see at least 80 feet further
and decided this was a good place to turn
back and head out. It was a very successful
survey which brought the cave length to over
20,000 feet, putting it in second place in
Texas. Along with the QA survey lead, 16
other leads are still going strong in this
fascinating and endless cave.

HONEY CREEK CAVE, Comal, County, Texas
June 26, 1982
Cavers: Kurt Menking, Mark Minton, Michae]
McWhirter, Richard Rohwer, George
Veni,
Reported by: Michael McWhirter

HONEYCREEK WATER CAVE, Comal County, Texas
July 25, 1982
Cavers: Scott Harden, Joe Ivy, Dottie Kern,
Gary Poole, and Randy Waters.
Reported by: Randy Waters
Entering the dry entrance, we geared up
with the typical Honeycreek uniform - full
wetsuit and a pair of flippers - and entered
the stream passage. After a 1,000 foot swim,
we came to the QA survey, the first side
lead in the cave. A few years ago at this
point, the passage sumped but due to a
continuing drought, a low air space was
formed. Here we picked up the survey, after
discarding our flippers. The first 100 feet
was water crawl with 2 inches to two feet
of air space before we encountered the
first of several dome rooms, some of them
up to 35 feet high. After surveying some
500 feet past two travertine waterfalls, we
came upon the most challenging low air
space in the cave yet found. It is 20 feet
long with an average air gap of one-half
inch. To pass through, one must negotiate
by feeling for the several small domes,
popping from one to another until you once
again are back into one inch or more of
air space. As the survey continued, the
passage became larger as you passed through
several more dome rooms. After surveying
over 700 feet of the QA survey, we closed
the book. With walking virgin passage ahead
of us we decided, of course, to scope out a
hundred feet or so before turning back. As
we explored we passed a few areas containing
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The group of cavers arrived from Austin
and San Antonio and descended into Honey
Creek Cave with a watery splash, thus
commencing the seventh push/survey trip
into this cave.
This trip was to begin surveying at a
Trifurcation of cave passages two and a
half miles from the entrance. The last
attempt at exploration beyond this point
failed due to exhaustion, exposure and
equipment problems. The present trip was a
small group of veterans to this cave, who
were able to move quickly and efficiently
to the survey area in four and a half hours
and begin the survey.
Five cavers made two survey teams. George
and Kurt took a high small lead entering
the trunk passage. It was tighter than the
other, but from outward appearances seemed
to be trending upward and the faint hope of
a new entrance to the cave made it especially
interesting to George.
So, with visions of a dramatic eruption
from the watery cave into a sinkhole somewhere above us in the Texas Hill Country,
the S.H. survey began. Originally, S.H.
stood for Surface Ho!, but now it stands
for Sump Ho!, because after 80 meters that
is exactly what happened.
George and Kurt returned to the trifurcation area, and .1ent down a low wide passage
with what appeared to be a majority of the
water. This survey was titled T.A. for Try

Again! After 211 meters, the passage is
still going. The air flow is reduced, but
passage dimension is a good or better than
where it began. This was also the only side
passage in the cave with a side passage
entering it.
Kurt, Mark and Michael proceeded down the
trunk .passage. Passage here had tremendous
ai r flow, waist to knee deep water, with
shin and knee busting rocks lurking beneath
the surface. In this passage, 616 meters of
new cave was surveyed, and the passage
con tinues with no sign of anything but more
going borehole cave, and possibly less water.
This survey was labelled K.B., for Kendall
Bound as the cave is close to the Kendall
County line, paralleling it at present.
By coincidence, the K.B. group and the S.H./
T. A. group reunited at the trifurcation,
and everyone exited without incident. The
total amount of cave surveyed on this trip
was 907 meters. Total time in the cave was
14 ho urs, which is not even a record
breaker for time spent in the cave on one
trip.
This was the seventh major push/survey
trip to Honey Creek Cave since July of 1980.
Further length exploration of this cave is
abou t to enter a new phase, as the endurance
limi t of this long wet cave is being
reali zed. A new entrance must be found, or
crea ted. The only other option, it if can
ind eed be considered as an option, is to
establish an underground camp. Camp I in
Honey Creek would present numerous large and
logis tical problems as well as require an
enti rely new definition of the word "grim".
Exp loration of numerous side passages, all
with virgin cave, is entirely within the
endu rance limit, and will prove abundantly
productive to a group of cavers well prepared for the cave. There are very few
pictures of the cave, so a photographic trip
will be productive, and is necessary.
The total length of the cave is now 5327
mete rs (17,476 feet) making it the fourth
l ongest in Texas and still going. There is
booming trunk passage and unexplored side
passage, all with good airflow, and no
signs of termination. And of course, there
is still plenty of water for everyone.
BUSTAMANTE, MEXICO
July 24-25, 1982
Cavers: See article
Rep orted by: Larry Cohen
Recently, an incident occurred on a
Bustamante trip which ought to be of inter99

est to all who visit Bustamante Cave and
canyon. It was late afternoon and we had
just returned to our campsite at Bustamante
spring after a hot day on and in the mountain. Six of us, Peter Monahan, Betty?,
John Cradeck, Lisa Urban, Mary Kay?, and
myself had squeezed into my VW Rabbit for
the trip back from the cave. We had stopped
in town for 'refrescos' and ice in anticipation of the sauna and keg back at the
spring. A normal Bustamante weekend.
During the afternoon a Mexican family set
up their camp near ours. They had spoken
earlier with Bill and informed him they
would be departing later in the day. On our
arrival I walked over to great and speak
with them and offer the later use of our
keg. They were not overly friendly-apparent
to me immediately since most Mexican
families would be very outgoing in this
situation, especially when offered
1
cerveza'. In the meantime, 75 feet away
our crew discarded their sweaty caving
clothes and went into the spring to wash
up and cool off. I returned to join them.
Ten minutes later, as we were drying off,
our neighbor (I'll call him Juan) and his
English-speaking friend came over to rant
about our indecency, etc. in bathing at the
spring in front of his family. I took the
position of spokesman for the group, but
my Spanish did nothing to calm him. Since
reasoning or apologizing appeared impossible,
we reached an impass -the proverbial Mexican standoff. What did he want us to do?
He threatened to get the Bustamante police
but I did not want to offer any weakening
gesture. Perhaps the entire situation could
have been defused at this point, however,
there was a lot at stake for each party his machismo and our integrity, . Juan and
his friend left in his pick-up.
We cleaned up the campground and settled
back. After dark about two hours later
Juan and another 'amigo' arrived and
blocked our departure route with their
pick-up. They had been drinking. We sat
around our campfire and played it low key.
In the dim twilight Peter spotted one of
the men carrying a pistol. Soon shots rang
out. The Mexicans continued to shout and
laugh drunkenly. We were gripped with
fear.
Silently, we edged away from the campfire.
I stayed relatively close enough to be
noticed but not seen directly. I could
vaguely see them moving about and could
hear their loud voices. The tension seemed
to exist for an eternity.
Finally, Wild Bill's van pulled up behind

levyed a fine of a dollar a person, six
dollars in total, as 'cooperacion'. I was
assured by all that this money would go
to the betterment of Bustamante's
municipal services. I specifically requested
it go to the improvement of the road into
the canyon. We could return to our camp,
assured of no more problems. We departed
for the little store across the street
for cokes and the necessary calming down!
Not finding the rest of our group in the
canyon, we camped farther downstream at an
empty site. There, we washed off and set
up camp. Unfortunately, we were too burntout to put much of a dent in the keg.
Some comments on the 'Bustamante Affair':
The canyon has been getting more and more
attention from Mexicans than ever before,
as evidenced by the trash being left there.
Signs pointing to the Parque Nacional de
Bustamante can be seen in Monterrey one
hundred kilometers away. As Mexicans learn
about the joys of 'getting away' they will
descend upon the few nice locations left
in the accessible wild. We have been left
alone up to now, however, the trend is
going the other way. Ironically, the cave
does not seem overly visited like the
canyon.
In a situation such as we had, most
Mexicans probably would have been more
amiable than Juan and his crew. They were
apparently out to get us and were looking
for an excuse-which we handed them. But the
name of the game will have to be more
discretion in the future. As the Presidente
(and the cops) said, we should have waited
until it was dark.
Knowing som~ Spanish is beneficial. My
position with the US Consulate meantless
than my ability to communicate. The
position did not hurt. I doubt that the
whole incident would have gone the way it
did if I was not there. Actually, it might
have ended sooner, the blame however
apportioned to the dumb, vulgar Gringos,
and that's that. For vulgarity we were not
even on the scale. If Juan was so concerned
about the sensitivities of his family, he
put on an incredible display of concern.
A lesson in the meaning of machismo.
We are definitely not unwelcome in
Bustamante. Most of the people we deal with
are very friendly and put up with our
idiosyncracies. If we are surrounded by
others, we will have to tone down our act.
There are more campsites now in the canyon
than before - if our regular one is
occupied, we could go to a vacant one.
Juan did position himself after we had set

their pick-up. In the confusion and movement we had the first opportunity in three
hours to communicate with Juan and the
others. We confronted each other face-toface in the headlights of the van. They
tried to intimidate me by shining a flashlight directly into my eyes and using
extremely foul Spanish. Juan was waving a
pistol and would point it at me when making
a point. I was almost oblivious to the gun
and continued to converse normally. Soon
the confrontation relaxed marginally. Then,
two police from Bustamante (detailed to the
town from Monterrey) arrived on the scene.
We began all over again, minus the gun, of
course, which had miraculously vanished.
I did not immediately raise the issue of
the gun at this time. They convinced us to
accompany them into town for a talk with
the Presidente. The older cop ran his hand
up and down my back as a sign everything
was cool. At first I was resistant, fearful
of being railroaded with our campsite left
unguarded. However, the others had quickly
decamped during my conversation and I saw
the purpose. One of the cops rode with me
in my car and we had a pleasant conversation all the way into town. I did mention
the gun to him.
As circumstances permitted, the Presidente
was qu i te fair. Juan was a local, a
constituent not to be alienated by the
Presidente. He got in the first blows. I
was a little nervous we were going to be
shafted but then I gave our version. I
admitted we had commited an error, however
our friend Juan had given us no way out
and would not deal with us rationally.
Juan left and I talked alone with the
Presidente for awhile. Some of his
questions were a bit barbed. The most
intriguing was why we did not wait until
dark before jumping into the water. If we
knew then ....
After some badgering I felt was excessive,
I dropped the bombshell about the gun - a
serious offense in Mexico. He was taken
aback and immediately sent the cop out for
an explanation from Juan. The cop returned
saying the gun belonged to Juan's friend
from Monterrey. The Presidente may or may
not have known differently. Why hadn't I
mentioned this earlier? I had, I said, to
the policeman in my car. Why not earlier
at the camp? I was seeking to downplay
the entire incident, and thus, did not want
to make a big issue out of it. He probably
was impressed. He was obligated to do
something against us to protect the
machismo of his local Juan. So, we were
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up though. This could have happened anywhere, not just in Mexico or Bustamante.
Enough said. Those of us down there on
July 24, 1982, will not likely forget that
weekend. It that what it is all about?

the Breakdown Room, "Chamber of the Sleeping Sumpers," we laid down our tanks and
took a 40 to 4S minute nap before heading
onward.
The third sump was an easy 7S foot tunnel,
4 feet high and 8 feet wide. Once we popped
up on the other side, we rested a few
minutes. We were about 16 hours into the
trip and starting to become tired. We
decided to close the survey book and
continue ahead and try to make itinto
Powell's Cave. In less than 200 feet we
encountered Sump IV, the Root Sump. Dozens
of roots were hindering our progress. As
George cleared the way while diving, the
hose from one of his regulators became
loose at the tank valve and started expelling much air. So he reached back and felt
for the shutoff knob. In shutting off the
side with the leak, he shut off the one
he was breathing through. Quickly he
corrected the problem and came back to my
side of the sump and tightened the loose
hose with his pliers. Reentering the sump,
George cleared it this time and I followed
for 20 feet to new air space. As I dove my
ammo box cord became tangled in some roots
which I easily broke. Once through, we
packed away our regulators and headed forward . For the next 2,000 feet or so we
salamandered through 3 to 5 feet high by
S to 12 foot wide stream passage until we
came upon Sump V. This sump is 6 to 8 feet
wide and 3 to 4 feet high and 25 feet long.
Once on the other side we salamandered
lSO feet through continuing low air to
Sump VI.
Our air supply was getting to the critical level. We had about five minutes of
air left before we passed the final safety
limit. Just on this side of Sump VI, we
could see an upper level crawl lS feet up,
but did not bother to check it. We were
very tired and cold being in the cave
around 18 hours now. Sump VI was roomy and
7S feet long. As I passed through after
George, my gear, that I was pulling behind
me on a rope, became entangled in the dive
line and it took me about a minute to get
it loose. I popped up next to George
in 10 inches of air space. It continued
with a low ceiling 2S fee_t to Sump VII.
Without hesitation or discussion George
and I dove through. We knew this had to
be our last attempt for we both had reached
our safety limit on air. The sump was SO
feet long. I surfaced to see George 20 feet
ahead of me on a mud pile in the middle
of the stream. He discovered a footprint
in the mud. WE DID IT! Neel's was connected

POWELL CAVE SYSTEM, Menard County, Texas
Ju ly 31, August 1, 1982
Cavers: George Veni and Randy Waters
(Divers) Mark Minton, Bill Russell,
Dale Pate, Wayne?, and Julia
Murrell
Reported by: Randy Waters
Wit h Julia's help at the Neel's entrance,
George and I shuffled the gear to the
stream passage. We each had a SO cf scuba
tank, a pack and an ammo box. After cooling off in the stream in our wetsuits, we
slowly made our way upstream. Except for
a few sections of breakdown, most of the
stream passage was low. Air space averaged
2 to 3 feet above the water which was
abou t one foot deep, with one to three
feet of mud below. Because of the mud it
\vas ve ry difficult to stoop walk, so the
most efficient way to travel was to
"sa lamander". This means lying down and
slithering along using mostly your hands
grop ing into the mud to pull you forward.
Afte r some 4,000 feet of salamandering, we
came to Sump I.
Th is sump was dove in Oct. 1981 by Jerry
Johnson, Wayne Russell and George Veni.
It i s a 20 foot sump. As George went first,
he had to clear some mud to pass through.
On t he other side we dragged our gear to
the next sump. Here, we climbed out of the
stream to rest and eat, then we started
t he survey into Sump II. It is barely a
sump , there being a few places with an inch
of a ir space present. Sump II averages 3
to 4 feet high by five feet wide and 170
fee t long. At the other side we popped up
into four inches of air space. This low-air
passage continued, zig-zagging for 300
feet, before the ceiling rose up to 3 to 4
fee t above the water. Here we left our
tanks on a mud bank and surveyed another
1,300 feet to Sump III. Between the two
sumps are two rooms. The first one was 60
fee t long and 3 to 10 feet high containing
an uninviting mud crawl. The second room
is a breakdown area 100 feet long and 4 to
15 feet high. No offgoing passages were
seen except for the main stream. At Sump
III we left what gear we had and salamandered back to get our tanks. As we entered
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to Powell's. We were very tired and only
managed a weak cheer, shaking hands to our
success. We then sat around and ate and
smiled.
After our rest, I took the lead. For
1500 feet we labored through the stream
passage past dozens of side leads in
Powell's Cave. We stopped and rested, half
in the stream and half on a mud slope.
We fell asleep. Thirty to 45 minutes later
we awoke and continued 500 feet more until
we encountered a nasty water crawl under
chunks of breakdown. A majority of the
stream's water rushed through this crawl
and we struggled our way upstream. We
pushed our gear ahead of us only to have
it constantly pushed back by the force of
the water. After 60 feet of this torture,
we once again emerged into the typical
stream passage as before. We were getting
close to the entrance.
Within 200 feet of the terrible crawl
Geo rge said this is where we leave the
stream passage. The food he ate back at
the sump severely disagreed with him. He
was not feeling well at all and nearly
threw up several times. As he rested, I
hauled our gear up a slope and to a short
crawlway. Soon George came up and we
shuffled our gear through the 10 foot long
c rawl into the Crevice. The Crevice is
about 500 feet long with passages size
averaging 3 feet wide with a 15 foot high
ceiling. George was feeling worse so I
told him to rest and I hauled the gear to
the bat room down the Crevice. He then
a ttempted to help again, but was still
nauseous, so I lugged the gear up the
br eakdown into the Bat Room.
He then led the way through the maze of
upper level Powell's to the bottom of its
pit entrance. Once all the gear was at the
entrance, we abandoned it and made our way
up out of the pit on the "fence ladder"
hanging down. We had exited Powell's entrance
20 hours after entering Neel's Cave. The
sky was clear and it was still a little
cool at 8 am. We had entered in July and
exited in August.
The dry trip from the stream passage to
the entrance was causing me to overheat
quickly, so I stripped off my wetsuit tops
and George peeled down to the waist. We
shook hands once again and started our
surface hike back to the van'next to Neel's
entrance over a mile away. As we got closer
I heard music - a Pink Floyd song with the
words "Nobody knows where you are, how near
or how far" coming through the brush. The
music was from George's van. Julia was
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waiting, worried of course. At the van
we stripped down and got into dry comfortable clothes and had something cold to
drink.
After a while we packed up and drove over
to the Silvermine Cave entrance where we
met up with Mark Minton, Bill Russell,
Dale Pate, and Wayne ?. They were finishing
up with their trip. They were trying to
connect Silvermine Cave with Powell's
Cave, but did not quite succeed. One more
did will probably get results. They said
they would help us haul our gear out of
Powell's Pit entrance which we greatly
appreciated. George, Julia and I then
drove over and got permission to drive to
the Powell's entrance. We all converged at
the Pit. Mark and Bill went in and passed
the gear by rope to George, who with Dale
and I hauled it up and out of the unstable
20 foot pit. One 6 foot plus bullsnake
was seen at the entrance, and as we were
hauling my tank up, the valve opened and
hissed a great deal. Thus bringing some
excitement to the event. Soon all gear
was up and out and we all left for home.
Dear Jim:
Received your letter and will answer the
best I can. The people of Mexico are very
proud and modest. Seeing people swimming
in the nude is a shock to them. The body
is very private thing and you don't show
it off. They are changing but not like in
the United States, they are at least ten
years behind us. As for the dress code
shorts and halter tops are OK as long as
it is worn in its proper place. (Not in the
church) Jeans are accepted for women to
wear.
The cavers should act like they would in
their own home town. I know I wouldn't like
it if people came to Ashley and got drunk
all the time and were swimming in the nude
and leaving the town or camp site filthy
and using the water as a toilet.
Most of the people in Mexico are very
poor, but they are clean and they don't
like to see litter all over the canyon.
If cavers only come to Bustamante to party,
it would be better for them to stay at
home. The United States is such a rich
country and we take a lot of things for
granted. We throw away more food in one
week than some people down there have to
eat for one month.
Jim, if the cavers are truly there to
explore the caves and come to Bustamante
for that reason only, then the people do
not mind them being there. They are very

the hike up the mountain to the cave. Just
by chance, we met a man and his daughter
getting ready to make the same long climb
up to the cave with us. His name was Robert
Garcia, a man who grew up in Bustamante,
and now lives in Ashley, Michigan working
with one of the big automobile manufacturing
companies. Later that day, we met him again
in the cave, and really got to talk to him.
In the many years I have come here~ I have
never been able to talk directly to any
of the residents of Bustamante as I do not
speak Spanish. For me this was an exciting
meeting as I have always loved going down
to Mexico and I love the people. As it
turned out, Bob invited us to stop in at
his aunts house before we left for home.
The next morning before we left Bustamante
we made our way back to his aunts house
and had a short visit with them. We were
invited back to stay with them anytime we
are in Bustamante. They offered us breakfast, but since we had already eaten we
simply had a nice visit before saying goodbye and heading for Laredo. You can just
imagine how exciting this was for us. This
is something I have wished for years, but
because of not speaking Spanish, I knew it
would never come. The people of Bustamante
are gentle and wonderful people, and I feel
that for many Americans entering Mexico,
they need to have more concern for the
people rather than just themselves and
having a good time.
Since Bob Garcia grew up in Bustamante,
I felt that a comment from him as a person
on the inside would be of some value to
all cavers entering Mexico. Mex ico has
different customs and laws than we do in
our country, which means that we must be
on our very best behavior while we travel
to Mexico for caving. Because of the
differences in customs between our country
and Mexico, it is very easy for us to
offend them without us knowing it.
When Bob and his family were on their way
back to Michigan, they stopped in Waco to
see us. We offered them a place to stay ,
but they wanted to drive another five hours
before stopping for the night.
I hope that cavers entering Mexico, will
have a change in their attitude about what
they do while they are there. After all,
we are there to go caving in some of the
very best caves in the world. If all we
are after is party time, stay at home!
James Jasek

glvlng and would give you their last coke
(yo u know how they like those cokes).
As for the younger people of Bustamante,
i f the parents can afford to send them to
s chool to learn a trade they probably will
mak e out OK. But you have to remember some
c8n't send there children to college so
t he y probably feel jealous of you cavers
be c ause you have so much more than they do.
The y know they will never have a new car,
ni c e clothes, cameras, cave equipment, etc,
el c .
~ h at doesn't excuse Juan for having a gun
bLc ause some one could have really gotten
htr t. As for the six dollar fine they
p; Ld I think they got off quite easy. In
o ;. ; paragraph, your friend said "They were
a J ~ arently out to get us and were looking
f tc an excuse which we handed them.
But
t i - ~ name of the game will have to be more
d ~ >cretion in .the future". I say the name
o • the game should be act more like an
ac ·1lt, and use the canyon like it was
i • ~ ended to be used.
1o ther paragraph "If Juan was so concerne• a bout the sensitivities of his family
h• put on an incredible display of concern,
a l esson in the meaning of machismo". Guns
a ~ very very wrong but how are those
P· >ple of Bustamante supposed to act when
o s iders come and take over their town
a• I do things they think are not proper?
·co t her paragraph says, "We are definitely
nr - unwelcome in Bustamante, most of the
P' 'Ple we deal with are very friendly and
pt up with our idiosyncracies. If we are
s• ~ r ounded bv
others, we will have to
t ' :e down our act". Why not cut out the
a(· altogether and go there for caving
o i y and leave the rest (Beer and color)
a home. The color laws in Mexico are very
s ci ct. They will let you rot in jail i f
y •J get caught. Jim, please stay away from
t ~ se kind of people.
1vers who truly go to Bustamante for
c-· 1ing are always welcome. I don't care if
Y' u are going to Bustamante or any other
p: a ce in the world, you should act and do
t J. i ngs as if you were in your own home.
Th2n no one can talk or say anything bad
a l~ ut you. I know there is always a few
Pl ·Jple who spoil things for others, but if
Y< u go to Bustamante and act decent and
fr i endly they will welcome you.
Your friend,
Robert Garcia
Ed i tors Comment:
During my last visit to Palmito we were
a t the parking lot getting ready to make
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I wonder WHO ...

would: put a.. pho~e in
a cave?

